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Transfers Bolster
Football Squad as
Practicing Starts
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’Women May Take
Many Activities on
Athletic Program

Mainstay

FREDDIE BENNET HoLDING
POSITION IN THE
BACKFIELD
(Continued from Page One)
and a fast man untler a punt. His
splendid spirit will untiouldetits
make him a great leader for the
Spartans this season.
Two stellar and experienced
wingmen have been alternating at
the other flank during
recent
practice sessions. Jim Francis, a
member of the 1929 California
Freshman team, is the heftiest of
the two. lie tips the beans at
around 175, and in addition is of
a rugged build. In spite of this,
he is by no means slow. (:harlie
Barrachi is the other "neither of
this duo. This is Charlie’s seventh
year of football, which gives hint
plenty of experience. He comes
to State by way of :Menlo J. C.,
where he played in 1930, and San
Mateo, where he performed last
year, and incidentally won him elf a berth on the All -Northern
California Junior College team.
Keeley, Laughlin, anti Bertrand’s
are capable looking prospects
who will provide reserve strength
in the wings.
Dario Sitnoni leads the tackle
candidates this yeur. Playing his
first year of college football last
developed into
season, Dario
Slate’s most outstanding linesman.
Harry Hardiman has been teaming with him in early practice
sessions. Harry has the physical
qualifications of an excellent
tackle, but is lacking in expericure at this position. Bart Collins, who was laid up most of last
season with injuries ,is shifting
frotit guard to tackle, where his
weight will stand him in good
NlacQuithiy, a transfer
stead.
from Bakersfield J. C., Well’s, of
last year’s frost’: Wetzel, of San!
:Mateo; Pritchard, Wilson, Scho- I
field, N. Smith, Bisler, anti Hill
rounol out field.
Carl Sandlioldt, Wesley Klemm.
Keith Carmichael, Bill Kazarian,
and NIelvin Hornbeck are guards.
ull of whom will see plenty of
action this season. Hornbeck, a
San Jose High boy, was co-cap
lain of the Menlo team lust year.
and one of the (outstanding guards
in the conference.
Jerry Whitaker of Menlo J. C.,
and Jack Scott of Sacramento J.
C., nov. tooth sporting Spartan
uniforms, are alternating at the
center position. and with the aid
of Bill Knelt. from last year’s varsity, will keep the center of the
line well protected.
Es-Csiptain Jack Wool is scheduled to he the leading light of the
Spartan backfiel1111 this season.
Playing in the loack or fullback
spot in a Warner wing -back
formation, Jack soil! he called
upon to do nmst of the line plunging ns well as the majority of MI
This give,
IIIISSing and kieking.
Jack a splendid chance to brine
Ili% brilliant career at San Jose too
a close in n blaze of glory. Das
Barr will. in all prolmbility, 1111
11CrSitIllY Wool during the season
Freddie Bennett lias been hold
ing down the left 11411f post con
sistenlly in practice. Short mod
stocky, Bennett has shown .o
world of speed tint! elusiveness in
Jack :Mengel, Franeo,
practice.
Pura, Laval, Enbury, and Lightner hose also been working out
in this ’pot.

Jack ’Veto!. State’s "all around"
athlete, s
be DeGroot’s mainstay in the backfield when the
Spartans start on their fight for
the Far Western Conference at
San Francisco on October 1.
Ed Riley and Ray Ado halve
been alternating at the right half
position. Riley, a quarterback on
last year’s varsity, is a heady anti
experienced player. Arjo gained
his prep experience at Palo Alto
High School.
Cosgriff of last
year’s frosh, has also been working at this half.
Rogers Moore, a seasoned veteran, seems to have the edge on
the quarterback position, anti is
experienced enough to handle the
job. Delos Wolfe, another experienced man, has been his Wilk r
study and will undoubtedly see
plenty of action. Griffiths, a guard
on the 1930 State team, who was
not in school last year, has been
changed to quarterback in ortler
too strengthen that position.

Captain

GOLF AND RIDING OFFERED
TO WOMEN STUDENTS
OF’ COI.LEGE

FALL TOURNAMENT MAY BE
STARTED IN THE
NEAR FUTURE

Horseback riding and golf are
Iwo unusual classes in women’s
physical education that are again
being offered at San Jose State.
The golf classes are scheduled for
two o’clock Wednesdays anti Fridays, and for three o’clork on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. There
is a fee of six dollars which covers the fee for the use of the Hill view course. The fee for horseback riding is sixteen-fifty and
"Bud" Hubbard. captain of the
that covers an hour riding lesson
football
team, will be seen in actwice a week for the entire quarter at the Hoover Hiding Acad- tion for San Jose State on October
emy.
1, when the team has its first con-

San Jose State tennis fans will
ihni new nets and new lines on
the college courts, and there
should be a good many taking ad-

Girls interested in swimming ference clash
should certainly sign up for it this risco State.
quarter. It seems that the men’s
schedule calls for very little of
the aquatic sport this fall; consequently there are classes for girls
nearly every hour..
Two new instructors arc on the
roll of the wonwn’s physical eduThey are
cation department.
lielen Hartienberg from
Miss
Wisconsin. who will coach tennis.
hockey, and archery; and Miss
Dorothy Smith, who, because of
her exceptional work in dancing.
was given a position.

against San Fran

it

vantage of these improvements us
soon as registration is settled. If
enough interest is shown a fall
hournament may be run off in order to get a line on new material.
It has also been suggested that
the college courts be lighted for
night playing. This feature has
been unusually successful in communities where the evenings are
not cold. but due to finances this
project will probably have to be
delayed.
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THE ROSALIE
117 North 5th Street
Rooms With tor Without Boned
/
Reasonable for Groups
l’hone Columbia 3109-R

... tobaccos made for
cigarettes and pipes; grant’.
latetl tobaccos. But there
was plenty of room for a tobacco made solely for pipes.
If you look, you will find
that a great nutny tobacco
packages say "for pipe and
cigarettes." But the (;Piingur
package says:

Fra n o’s
Market
5th and Santa Clara Sts.

GRANGER ROUGH CUT
Pipe Tobacco

Open Evenings
Sundays and Holidays
Until M idn ight

,
Ice Cream

New Tennis Nets
and Lines Await
State College Fans

Granger is made by Wellman’s Method anil cut right
for pipes--rough cot. Burns
slouerandeooler. Just tr it!

(es tit SI I l’Y

Doughnuts

I ram o’s qualtly and
one Ine can Baffle
Bar
:Mixture
both
for

l’tr

Tune in on KQW 6:15 to 6:30
FRANCO’S program
We Give S &

H

wend First Assembly
of the Quarter.
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reshmen To Be Honored 1 night
Application May Be Made Special Assembly
1Shident Affairs Thanks Reception W.ill Be
Motion Pictures
for Lockers on
ThowsethWpho Aided
Held at Eight in
Scheduled on Next
Will Be Taken of
Monday
ance
the Women’s Gym
Tuesday at Eleven
the Noon Dance
PICTURES WILI. BE TAKEN
BY WESTERN NEWS
REEL CO.
The motion picture camera is
e on San Jose
attain to turn its
Western NewsSlaThicisC11iltengtethe
reel Service. under the direetion
of Orville Cramer and sponsored
by Bob Pearson of the American
Theatre, is going to lake a number of "shots" around the campus from which a short reel of
San Jose Slate College life will be
formed.
The main feature of the program will be a picture of the
crowd in the quad at the noon
dence next Wednesday.
Other pictures will be taken of
the football team in action. the
Co-Op, Times office. etc.
These pictures will not only be
of interest to the students when
they will be shown in San Jose,
but are being sent out to all theatres in the N. T. S. circuit, and
will act :is an important step in
Leon Warinke’s anti Hale Vagt’s
college publ kits o .litipaig
--

-Registrar’s Office Makes
Announcement About
Program Changes

All changes od programs ins Weise the addition of nes courses
shoeld be filed in the Registrar’s
Ogee this seek. Although the
calendar pros ides for revisions
until Friday, September 20th.
damps will be discontinued
after September 23rd. except in
cases of real necessitY.
JOE II. WEST.
Registrar.
n

Classes in English IA
and IC Reach Capacity

Radio Clule Will Hold
Meeting Monday Noon

Green Stamps

ftitr Tolirgr atm

san Jose, Cst.
Subs. Rate, St.00
l’er Quarter

A LIBERAL COLLEGE PUBLICATION

All classes in IA and IC Rziglish have been closed, word coming front Dr Raymond Barry, head
of the department. makes this
move necessary. ’the title of incoming students have so filled up
these English courses that no
more stutients will be admitted,
and those students planning to
add such courses are advised of
the change.

20c

25c

goat’ lase

With a record membership of
28 men, including 11
operators,
the Radio Club will
hold its first
)meeting on Monday at 12:20, in
the club room.

Applications for lockers may be
made Monday, September 26, in
Room 7, from 10 to 12, and from
2 to 4. The following rules for
the assignment of lockers have
been released by the business
office:
One dollar deposit is required
from each student. This deposit
is refunded when the key is returned, which should be at the
end of the college year, and not
later than August 10, 1933. If the
key has not been returned before
thad time, the deposit is forfeited.
All lockers, except the small
book lockers, will be assigned to
two students. If a partner is not
mimed, one vcill be supplied by
the office. It is necessary that
separate application lie made by
each partner.
In (order to make the locker assignment more efficient. partners
are requested to make their applieat ion together.

Dick Sanders, chairman of student affairs wishes to thank the
FRANK COVELLO WILL LEAD follovoing persons for their serA SERIES OF
vices on the Registration dance:
YELLS
Joe Stillwell, for a cheerful "yes"
even when routed out of bed in
the middle of the night.
Junior Wilson and Red Shover
for all lights.
JoE
RIGDON’S
IIES’l RA
Leon Warmke for general supW ILI. PLAY AT THE
ervision.
ASSEMBLY
Coach NlacDonald for permisThe administration of President sion to use the gym.
Barbara Lagurdes for punch,
Leon Warmke will be off to a flyanti Glenn Newhouse for door
ing start next Tuesday morning at
help.
II o’clock, when a general assemDean Dimmick for helpful sugbly, featuring sparkling entergestions,
and as ever. Neil
tainment, and the wit of San Jose
Thomas
for solving financial
Slate’s finest speakers, is to be
troubles.
held.
The dance WM highly successDr. T. W. MacQuarrie, president
ful and by far the most colorful
of the college, will welcome the
ever staged here. The thousand
students.
Dud Deliroot, new
people who attended had no idea
football coach, will discuss the
the gym could really be such an
rhances of this year’s football
excellent background for a dance.
squad.
Joe Rigdon’s orchestra hilS bCCI1
secured for the occasion, accord.
ing to Hale Vitals, chairman of
the assembly program. Itigtion’s
orehestra, playing at the first
Dr. MacQuarrie welcomed new
The first meeting of the Junior student body dance, enjoyed sensational success. Vocal selections students tto the college at the first
class was held in Room one of
meeting of the Freshman’
are also to be given.
the ilome-Alaking building on
At eleven o’clock sharp on held yesterday in the assettffil.
l’hursday at eleven o’clock. It Tuesday, three bells will ring, in He explained the purpose of the
was announced that all meetings dismissail ot all classes. Students Freshman class, and stressed the
meetof the Junior class in the future will proceed to Morris Dailey aud- importance of attending all
where the assembly is to ings, which will be held every
will be Inld un each Thursday al itorium,
Thursday at 11 o’clock. Mr. Godbe held.
the same hour, 11 o’clock.
The Spartan football varsity dard, dean of men, also spoke.
to
orcalled
was
The meeting
After several efforts, the class
will be present on the stage,
der by Bill Jones, class president. where Frank Covello will lead a sang a fairly tuneful version of
A short business meeting fol- series of yells for the team.
Hail, Spartans, Hail," under the
lowed, the barbecue and dance to
The attendance of all freshmen direction of Gerald Erwin, senior
be given on October 17, at the is especially urged, as this pro- music stutlent, and composer of
Lion’s Den, was a topic of great gram will constitute an important the song.
The class officers part of their orientation. StuDick Sanders, chairman of the
discussion.
were introduced and were given dents are advised to come early, as student affairs committee, invited
it hearty applause by the entliusi- the attendance will tax the seat- all the freshmen to attend the
freshmen reception, which will he
astie group This class has been ing capacity of the auditorium.
held tonight, and Hope Allan
one of the most outstanding on
present
extended a welcome to the new
the emulous, but with Jhe
women students.
officers they should shatter all
Hale ’Yeats announced the genprevious records.
was
advisor,
class
eral assembly to be held next
Mr. Minssen,
Tuesday at 11 o’clock. An interintroduced and gave a few words
Juniors and
esting prograin has been planned.
of welcome to
The football team will be introespecially transfers. Ile asks that
For the first time this fall, the
Coach DeGroot
all the Juniors in Stale come to Natural Science Club met last eve- duced.
the meetings und help support the ning, and tinder the direction of speak, and there will be music as
well as other speakers. All freshclass projects, of which there are its
Eugene Bovee,
president,
own mere urged to attend.
many.
officers for the presits
elected
.int quarter.
Meeting at 189 S. Ilth Street at
7 o’clock, the members experienced an interesting event. Plans
for trips anti future ineetings were
There is a rumoor on tho. campus
Dr. Holliday has just finished discussed.
The enthusiasm, which is so of a new inter -fraternity council
his 20th book called "The World
common to the club, is a sure sign for social fraternities only. Dick
oof Myth."
Sanders and liay Rhodes, repreof progress and recognition.
World
"The
of
title
Under the
senting S. G. 0. anti 1). T. O. reciolhas
Holliday
Dr.
Myths"
of
All organiutions should get In spectivell, are now working on
lected the myths of mil the naJean Smith. of the the idea.
tions. ancient anti modern, in- touch with
This is a much needed organiin regard to u special
cluding not only those of Greece, Times staff,
page which here- ration and holds out hopes for far
but also some very interesting organization
will be a weekly. Wednes- greater co-operation between the
myths of the South Seas and after
on campus fraternities.
day feature of the Times.
China.

MacQuarrie Gives Welcome

Frosh Are Welcomed
at First Orientation

Junior Class Holds
First Meeting Thursday

Natural Science Club Holds
First Meeting of
the Quarter

Dr. Carl Holliday Writes
Book of Myths

ID. T. O. and S. G. O. May
Form Council

REFRESHMENTS
PROVIDED
FOR EVERYONE BY
THE A. W. S.
Ilevause of superior dancing
facilities and warmth the annual
Freshman reception will be held
in the Woman’s Gym at eight
o’clock tonight.
About five hundred freslunen
are expected in attendance, according to Dick Sanders, chairman of student affairs.
Hope Allario, A. W. S. chairman, announces that the A. W. S.
have provided sandwiches, punch
and cookies for all present.
An interesting program has
been arranged, which Will include
magic by Armand :McGill, a solo
by
’Miss Innes, a dance by
Marion Barnes. songs by Lyman
Bergtold anti piano work by :11r.
Denny
of
l’alo Alto.
Leon
Warinke will act as tnaster of
ceremonies.
This is strictly a closed Freshman affair and upperclassmen
are not welcome.
Members of
Ex -Board, A. W. S. president, and
entertainers will be the only upperclassmen in attendance.

Enrollment for College Is
Greatest in School’s
History
Enrollment for the present college year hotels 3597, according to
figures released yesterday by the
Business Office.
Of these, 1057
were registered in sununer quarter, and 2540 in the present tent".
To date, this is an increase of 125
over the enrollment for last fall.
It is expected that students applying for late registration will
add to the enrollment.

Kay Kronkite Elected
President of Orchesis
Kay Kronkite was elected president of Orchesis, honor sorority
of the tlance, al a meeting Wednesday evening in the Little Gym.
The outgoing president is Evelyn Hartman. Miss Dorothy Smith
is now taking Miss Doris Taylor’s place as advisor anti director of the society, in the latter’,
absence.

"Big Sister" Plans Made
as Classes Gel Started
Ttns quarter a nem arrangement has been made concerning
the big and little sisters. Plans
have been matte so that thv new
students will receive big sister
who is in the same department as
the little sister.
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Looking at the Campus

Be MYeterieue

I THE MOVING FINGER

Like all the rest of you.
she is
Nlilady is distressetl .
chagrined. To speak candidly, she haven’t yet started to study. Wha
is "all burnt up." And rightly so, with meeting old friends, miscel
laneous gabbing, tind just ordi
What to do? Oh, what to tio!
Paris ups and whispers: "Wear narily wasting time, I haven’t hat
any
time for books.
Texts,
a veil; be mysterious." So milady
dons a chic chapeau with drool t_ mean. "The Ugly Duchess." by
Something different! Leon Feuchtwanger. is another
ing veil.
,
She is happy. novel for four reading list. AlSomething new!
somewhere about the though it lacks the intense hum’She reads
"A anity of his later book, "Power,"
of Stamboul:
veiled lady
throat, a chin, and face all veiled it is still far above average. The
in a gossamer thin as a spider’s central figure is the ape -faced
web . . and last, a paie of eyes. Duchess of Tyrol, wise, but emshining clear through above and bittered by her grosetque featbelow the veil witieh gazed into ures.
Feuchwanger takes lime to inthe eyes of men with the same
sttettly. full unfrightened look one troduce a whole gallery of peosometimes sees in the face of a plestupid, cynical, cruel, gentle
summer moon through a rift in who are real, developing people.
the clouds."
Nlilady wonders?
What will
"hem say! Veils make eyes seem
mysterious. Perhaps he’ll say,
"Such lovely ,eyes."
No. he isn’t that type. Why
couldn’t he be more romantic and
talk alutut her eyes?
She did
have long lashesothers had toltl
her. Why couldn’t he call them
"feathery lashes that open and
shut with the movement of a tired
butterfly," or, he could call them
"lampent. dreamy eyes."
At last! Ile arrives, and gives
dne look. "Heli, whet’s the big
idea? Who shed? Aw, come on,
remove that mask....
Milady gulps with rage.
She
staggersshe cools off anti bitterly smiling, says, "This, my dear,
is a new hat. Like it?"
"Hat’s 0. K. But why the hangmg crepe?
Milady sinks helplessly in a
heap. She is distressed. .

lie takes the view that History
advances and is shaped by the
actions of strong people. He also
demonstrates that they are usuidly mean, grasping, selfish.
.

Theme and Variation
The person who said seceitiou
is over wits right. It is.
NN’e still have a Nlusic Departmoat.
I can hear you saying,
"That isn’t my fault." I know it.
It’s not mine either.
I wonder
why it is that
little group of
people in otte of the music rooms
makes the room seem to be more
crowded than a sixty-studempowered Psychology class.
While subtle remarks about tia.
Music building seem to be in or
sler, this phenomenon ...mid be put
before the !nadir eye: Itid You
ever go into the alteoe building
with the best of intentions to sec
somebody important, and then
vealk down that long corridor,
dodge round a stairway, and suddenly find yourself in frtant of the
building again, only on the opposite side?
And have yam wondered why you were so dazed,
and gone back in anti found that
the person you were seeking was
upstairs and probably didn’t want
to see you anyway? If you
haven’t, don’t feel bad.
I was
just asking.

mannienkinStirEddeiretor

Just Among Ourselves
I

NoseThis eel...
thawed( Mime
the president end tbe rollege.
waders
requested not to nuke YU 01
sogered.
.m

Fine . spirit 1
about the campus
this
fell.
II
ens do voila
up to the stretch
in crisis. When
war struek IIS ill
1917, there was a
wild, irresistible
Slime of elf ort
and co-operation. Nov.: that we
find ourselves in the world’s
worst financial panic, we’re getting down to the old brass tacks.
Giving up our big talk. Putting
on real monondes.
Doesn’t embarrass to say we haven’t the
money. A good, wholesome working basis. You’ll have
grand
time telling your children about it
some day. " can remember when
1 was in college. that was during
the depression," etc., efc.
Population Wednesday evening
full lime students was 2508. That’s
128 more than the corresponding
lime last year, and plenia. Not
prepared to lake even that man).
r’’’u Inflrr facnitY. and no mere
room than we had last year.

"Soon we’ll be growing up,"
stated Dr. MacQuarrie in his adThe only entirely likeable perdress delivered at the dedication
son in the whole book is the Jew
of the men"s gym last year. "Soon
alendel Hirsch. and the (only occawe’ll be growing up because we
If you suffering people in classsion that Fetichtwanger relaxes
can’t grow out." And taking a
his half-tatunting attitude is in his rooms, reading rooms. etc., think
look at the campus today. it
description of the little .lewish the squawks, tools and creechings
seems that Stale College will be
coming from the direction of the
community lifter the massacre.
’owing up very soon if many
NIttsie building are horrible, clue r
ore additions to buildings are
l’he subject
1111Ve ()Ver-erWded then’
of nationality upthe band
Ynu’ll
ade.
just
begun. Suppose VIII! hadn’t have to help. Don’t be afraid to
brings up
important point.
Only two years ago the south
practiced
all summer.
Here on our campus are many
You’d ivil
ab"ilt ineunvenienees "
wn was covered with trees anti
difficulties.
We may have overstudents who are not of North sound that way too.
ass. Today the new walls of
looked some conditions we can
European stock. Some of them
e magnifificent Science building
Last month an atrliele in one of ’rrerl’
are being presented just as sense ir the ch,Angeowiltit, est
e shutting off the view of lovelessly as were the southern races our tat). papere declared that the "mil"’ "un’t "len"?’
" Su
arches along the main building.
in the past. Only that today. in- maple trees of this county made just can’t stand us, get out. Don’t
aims courts have spouted on the
stead of the spear anti torture good violin wood. (iur Music lie- StaY anti gruwi’
rth lawn. Is there any other
Lost one student already. Seems
chamber, vee use the weapon of pertinent ought to look int() Mk
ICC for San Jose State to grow
complete indifference. It is just Crews of violinists might
sent he couldn’t gel the personal M t on? Maybe yes, maybe no.
out
tention
to
to which he was meetschop down trees (no insinas cruel. The result is that some
But, nevertheless, with all its
tomed. SIIW hill’ Tuesday afterof our students find themselves all untions intended) and make
w crowdedness, the life of the
alone in spite of our crowded ins out of them. Somebody might noon sitting tin the wall in the
Ilege goes on just about the
cven give a course in violin mak- corridor, idly slapping his regiscampus.
me. People conic and go. They
Be
Internationadist. Help ing’ Impracticable?
Probably. tration book against the cement.
ing with them their hopes anti
"How you ntaking it?" I asked.
break down artificial’ barriers. If Interesting? Sure!
vs. Their happy moments and
"Rotten," he scat’, meditatively.
’
To the initiates of the famous the college group won’t do it,
elr sad moments grace the shadI also note by the petters that "Going to ICHVe your old univerbeginning course in Zooloey, a who mill?
es of the buildings and make
Eastern collegeshitherto she in sity." After a pause. "Been trygasp Is in order at the news that
em romantic: with age.
Men can rest easy at last. We giving music creditsare gradu- ing to understand this book all
"Picky’"has offered a course in
And now there will be the new
mcnnemen
!ally
giving music
once were told that
place in Lib- afternoon. Can’t make head nor
Advanced loologY. This.
erYildings to make mellow with
ing need of the Biology depart- preferred blondes, and a lot of us tend Arts courses, where it be- tail of it." I tried to explain that
iny memories, and as long as
ment, is a course which will es- males who went out with bru- longs. Students nuty now major the registration procedure was a
ere are students, and as lung as
tablish the department definitely nettes wondered if we could be in music in many of those colleges sort of intelligence test. If you
ate College increases to grow,
San Jose Slate seems to be eilll understand it, you get in, if
in the minds of Natural Science considered gentlemen. Now we
matter whether it grows out
at the pioneers in many you don’t. you don’t. Ile looked
majors and will draw a firm Hie know. We have discovered the almnup, father time will tick along,
at me solemnly. "l’ou think that’s
between Nature Study courses kind of ntan who prefers blondes.’ things.
d endear the old and the young
---funny. don’t you?" he sneered.
He exposes a lot of chest, has one
and the Biological sciences.
buildings, the happy anti the sad
"Well, I wouldn’s come here flOW
Slate’s Biology department is draped over an arm or shoulder,
FRAGMENTS
nunnents in the minds of the stuif you paid me." Ile got down
and appears under the caption,
While beaches
dents that are today making the fortunate in possessing a personfrom his perch. slowly, sauntered
age such as Dr. Gayle 13. l’ickwell. "Nature in the rnw is seldom And the
history of our college, and the
coral sands that he
out
through the gate, flipped his
His ability is rather in excess of mild."
Satphire girt; like studded jeveels,
students that tomorrow will conbook into the shrubbery. lit a cigI had often been told that I
Beneath a tropic skY
tinue on with (would it be wise his capacity for imparting knowlarette
was
and was stone cleaving me
no
edge
to
the
gentleman, but noes. I
11101/ WI10 IIUVC reto say) the struggle of learning.
thereon my knees.
know for sure.
quirements to fulfill.
Weep with me, And golden
man and altiskv maid
’ro new -comers, and any old
In spite of the hondicap to his ye meny college students.
Son Jose State entered the field
Pearl diving in a green lagoon
students who may have forgotof strong athletic teams in 1921, popularity in obtainisg a reputaEcho the singing laughter of the
ten, please don’t smoke in any colAnd then there was the girl
upon the establishing of the local tion of a merciless demon in losing
waves,
lege buildings nor in the area
more than fifty per cent of his, who said she was going to
Junior College.
do a Disturb the silvery shadow of the
within the line of the buildings,
enrollment out of each year’s lot of studying this quarter,
and
moon.
’
’
nor around door or gatewitys.
class, he is liked by many of his thought she meant it.
And purple shadowed winged
The Alumni Association estabThis request in the interests of
students and thoroughly respected
ones pass,
lished the Appointment Bureau in
neatness
and safety from fire.
be all. Now. the hesitant chalThere is something about a For goers of the coming dawn.
1922.
lenge of those students who finish Freshman
TIICre
no insurance on these
thail only Freshman Ansi there beneath the swaying
this bug -a -boo freshman course, can
buildings.
A fire would be a
have--ii
sort
of
palms,
lost
sheep
ex
"The Normal Times," parent of hos been
calamity. You’ll lintl sods near
answered by the an - pression and a
waindering way of All life. in rainbow hues, goes on.
the "Times," first saw the light of nouneement
the tennis courts, on the South
of the presentation of traveling from class
I
tiny in 1909.
this super, advanced course.
campus. and on Seventh Street.
have been told that they even White beaches
The group was to have been exhibit at
must all help. We’re too
greenish color on the And the coral sands that lie
"The Acorn," San Jose State’s restricted 10 it privileged few. hut
crowded for selfishness. and we
face if found in the right cireum Saphire girt; like studded
jewels
flrst literary publication, was the list continued to grow as the
supply personal janitors.
stances. Just the same, there are Beneath it tropic sky.
first printed in 1867.
sharks of the past three or four compensations.
-For instatice, the
years rallied to the registration feeling
Non-recommended students once
’hitt life is a big new toy
In order 1.1 landscape the cam- were required to
Mary McDermott received the table, and by the close of regis- anti that all’s
lake an extra
rigid with the pus in 1878, students
turned Iveelve weeks of work before
first special diplorna in Music In tration tveice the expected num- world They
must be thinking that. Wnshinggton Square into
a
vegegraduation
the N’ormal
from
1912.
(Continued on Page Seven)
It stantls out all over their faces. table garden
for several years
school.
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State Students Go On Geology Expedition
Club Will Meet Radio Club Sends
wayne
Newspapers Take Spanish
First Time on
Pictures of Team for September
Student Messages ’
23
FOOTBALL PLAYERS TO
APPEAR IN TIIE PAPERS

EQUIPMENT INCREASES
El Circulo Cervantes, the SpanSERVICES T() SC11001,
ish honor society at San Jose
Thursday was "Camera Day" State, is to hold its first meeting
Starting the year’s work with a
for the Spartan football team. of the new school year, Septem- new set of officers, the Stale ColFollowing the system used at the ber 23, ut twelve -thirty, in the up- lege
Chill is now able to
larger roast institutions, part of per auditorium in the old training take care of any messages to the
the afternoon practice session SC11001 building.
Philippines, or Pacific and Atlanwas devoted to the local newsThe organization was quite act- tic points, free of charge.
paper cameramen, who stocked up ive during
the summer, having
New officers for the coming
with pictures for lite coming sea- had two meelingx.
Those who
quarter atre: President, Charles
son.
were responsible for the success
The team nppeared in their new
viie-president,
Robert
of the new undertaking were: Apra;
game uniforms, which bid fair to
secretary-treasurer,
Minnie Pisani) and Pauline Guide. Harkness;
team
dressed
best
the
Slate
make
All members of the club are to 13ill NlacQuarrie; technician, Barin the Far Western Conference
attend the first meeting of the ton Wood; traffic manager, 13ruce
this season. The outfits consist
year as important business con- Stone. Nlembers of the ex -board
nf blue pants with vertical gold
stripes in the rear, blue jerseys cerning llw future policy of the are Wesley Lindsay and Bob
with gold numbers fore ;Old aft. organization will be voted upon Stubbs %dill the president, viceet that time.
president, and trallic tnanager.
and white helmets.

You don’t Need to Paq fancti
Conect Jtationczy
Prices
111
IIIS note paper
ie correct for informal corr.:pondence. We
have supplied it for 18 years to many of Americe’s most prominent families. It has been a
favorite also among college men and vomen.
With the introduction of the new "-ISO Package" the cost of this fine note paper is made
lower than ever. It actually costs

less than cheap

stationery.

Pickwell WM Teach Coarse
h Advanced Zoology

MP,

PAGE

It’s the same style note paper we have sold
for 18 yearssame printed namc and adiress
same prompt delivery same

price.

But the

quantity is 50% greater!
Send one dollar ($1.10 west of Denver and
outside of U. S.) and get one of the biggest
bargains in fine merchandise offered in Arnerica. Your package printed and on its way to
you within 3 days of receipt of your order. No
agents ot dealers. Sold by mail only. Absolute
satisfaction guaranteed.

Kartchner Leads Four College Students on
Departmental Tour of Mexico and
the Grand Canyon Country

On July 15th, four adventurous
State students, headed by Wayne
Kartehner of the geology department, set forth on a geological
tour whose ultimate destination
was deep into Mexico. They were
Loren NliIler, Arthur Schilder,
Burton Rose and Royal Kelsey.
Many trials were to be overcome before they again set foot
within the portals of dear old San
Jose State, but our brave men
could not be daunted as they
proved later by arriving hotne
three days ahead of their schedule, despite Mexican senoritas and
6400 miles of wandering.
And ere we proceed further
with our narrative, we might include a word about their mode of
traveling. A Podge touring of
not too ancient vintage, was their
magic carpetalthough it became
slightly threadbare before their
arrival. Certainly no tnagic carpet was ever more invoked, nor
had such showers of veords
hurled at it.
Stop at Douglas
important
stop
The
first
was Douglas, Arizonn, and its
immense copper deposits, and being geology majors, they took
two wecks for the stop. Most of
this time WIIS spent going through
California’s largest mine, producing the famous 20-mule team borax, slopping at the University of
Arizona, and detouring up to the
Grand Canyon. which, from all
reports. is some hole in the
ground.
Front Douglas they reached into
Nlexico
after
handing over
enough data to keep the Nlexican
government busy for a yeatr. Every tire had to have its number
tluly recorded. everything need
he weighed, valued and the knowledge stored away for posterity.
Much could be told you about
Nlexican roads, but from stories
mere
newspaper
vocabulary
is not expressive enough.
7 Miles Per Hour
After three days of riding, and
pray Mg. and pushing, they arrived
at Chuichapa, the jumping off
place. It might be mentioned that
the final 41) miles took six hours
of steady trying.

GET YOUR

50% &wiz_
,

THE NEW
45 0 PAC KAG E "

You can’t buy any stationery at any price better suited
to your informal correspondence than the new "450
Package." It is correct note sheet size, Ca 7% The quality
h actually better than Mend in many boxes of highpriced stationery.
, Give American Stationery for Christmas. les a better
gift than ever this year. Stake up your list now end have
your Christmas shopping done
econoinically
and thoughtfully.

THE AMERICAN STATIONERY CO.
o68...0., It’srai tarts., AWN Ida g rw,e/ Pnieferd Nor Paper
700

PARK AVENUE

PERU IND.

/
300 Note Sheets . Formerly 200
150 Envelopes . . Formergy 100
450 Pieces . . . Formerly 300
tifil Printed with your,
Name and Address

Flowers
FROM

HARDINGS
CORSAGES A SPECIALTY
Second and San Carlos
"Between the Undertakers"

$4

POSTPAID

THI AMERICAN STATIONERY COMPANY
a box of
700 Park Ave., Pem, Ind. Here is SI faras shown
"450 Stationery," to be printed and mailed
U.S.)
of
outside
below. ISIcle west of Denver and
MUNI

noon, amid
The
following
amused shouts of the scanty populace, they mounted and trekked
westward toward the Sonoran
lowlands. Spending several days
there they prospected for gold
and silver in addition to inspectThis
ing several known claims.
part of the pack trip reached into the sub-tropical cocoanut palm
belt. They tell too good tales of
the hunting and fishing through
this section.
Arriving back at Chuichupa
after nine days they again set
forth northward to the Pershing
highway, the only remaining
mark of his bandit campaign into
Mexico. In spite of the high
sounding name, it is little better
than a series of chuck holes,
washouts, and unrepaired bridges.
At Paloras, Chihuahua, they bid
leassico, and headed
af aural N’n. et 1)() u’Agi
Visit Painted Desert
After leaving Douglas the party drove up through the Painted
Desert to the petrified forest,
vehere shoplifting is very definitely discouraged.
Since the Mesa Verde National
l’ark, Colorado, offered some flne
examples of cliff dwellings. a
day’s stop was made there in exploration and admiration.
Visit Colorado
The furtherst point eastward
was reached in the Cripple Creek,
Colorado, gold region, on the
slope of Pike’s l’eak. From here
they swung back ncross the
Itockies, stopping to study the
largest coal mines in the western
United States at Castlegate, Utah.
Arriving at Provo, Utah, they
allowed themselves a lay over of
several (lays, during which they
staulied a eloseby silver district,
and climbed Mt. Tetupanogos, the
highest peak in the Salt Lake
area.
Meet Mormons
To Salt Lake City was their
next jump, where they went
sightseeing, much impressed by
the city’s beauty and famous Mormon tabernacle with its great organ.
A short distance south of Salt
Lake they went through Bingham
Canyon, seeing where half a
mountain had been literally dug
away for the copper il contained.
Broke in Reno
En route to Reno from there
they studietl the general geological characteristics of Nevada.
Once in Reno they viewed the tinsel city from a safe distanccbeing by this time too badly bent
to do anything else--and camped
on its outskirts.
Now on the last leg of the sum tiler’s journey, having reached
(Continued on Page Seven)

Lost

FOR RENT

Silver Pocket Comb
Very valuable LIS kerliSilke
Initials W. L. M.
Lost in Ladies’ Dressing Room
in Men’s Gynmasiutn,
Tuesday Night
REWARD
Call Col. 1161 during office
hours

Steam heated living room,
with day bed and clothes
closet.

Privilege of board.

Apply at Apartment 16

Arden Apts.
59 South Fifth Street
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What Price Textbooks?
Compare Your Cost with Our Cost

THESE invoices selected at random from our files show
how the price for which we must sell textboolcs is determined. You will note that in each case the invoice bills
the books at the selling price, from which a small discount is
allowed. The discounts vary from 20’, , that allowed by most
publishers, through 15’; , to 10’; on music and technical
books. U. S. Government publications carry no discount

whatever. The average is about 16’; . Textbooks sell for the
same price in San Jose as they do in New York, where most of
them are published. The store pays all express and freight
charges. HENCE IT IS PLAIN THAT THE HIGH COST
OF TEXTBOOKS IS DUE ENTIRELY TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND THE CONTROL OF THE BOOKSTORE.
0:0
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The Cost

of Textbooks
Several factors enter into the cost of
every textbook you buy. As stated
above the cost of distribution by the
store is small, averaging about 16’, .
’Much greater than this cost are those
involved in manufacturing the book, i.
e. setting the type or making the plates,
printing, binding, and cost of paper.
However, the most important factor in
the cost of a textbook has nothing to do
with the mechanical features involved in
its production or the business phases of
its distribution.
Every good college
book represents years of intensive work
by the author, who is paid for this work
by a royalty, that is a certain percentage of the net price paid for each book
sold After the manuscript for a new
textbook is completed the editors and
publishers spend thousand.s of dollars

/
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EMERY
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128’00
150:00
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University of California
Stanford University
San Jose State College
Fresno State College
Menlo Junior College

20%

385 40

15%

- 34-85
420 25

be paid for b) the sale of the books
whether the number of copies sold runs
into the thousands or only hundreds.
Since the sales of most college textbooks
are small, the selling price of each bools
must be high in order to cover these
fixed costs. The American Textbook is
generally considered to be the best in
the world. In many colleges in other
countries no texts are used. The students must depend almost entirely upon
lecture notes and library material for
their information, thus entailing much
extra work. Whenever you are tempted to think that the costs of textbooks
are unreasonably high, consider that a
book brings to it,s readers modern, organized information which represents
weeks, months, and often years of intensive study by the author, and that
after all this work has been contributed
only by a small number of books may
be sold.

cqci

,

20

544.80

This Store is a member of the Western States District of thc College Bookstore Association along with Stores of the following Western Universities and Colleges.
Brigham Young University
Oregon State College
University of Oregon University of Montana
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preparing it for the press. These latter
expenditures are fixed costs which must
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Phi Kappa Pi’s Are
Entertained With
Pleasant Aff airs
HELD
AT
RE-UNION
BEAUTIFUL HOME OF
MISS REGNART

President Entertains

THE

The l’hi Kappa l’i sorority was
entertained at the lovely home of
Miss Nlarjorie Regnart. 1013 Ramona Street, aunt of the president
Ruth Montgomery, on Wednesday
evening last. It was the scene of
a happy re -union as many of the
girls had just recently returned
front summer trips and from
homes out of town. The Misses
Helen MeDaniels and Dorothy
Sword helped the hostess receive.
Refreshments were served in the
arbor of the beautiful garden. lit
by colorful Japanese lanterns.
Several outstanding events of
the summer enjoyed by this COWrie of college girls %VHS a dinner
dance at Brookdale Lodge, which
was a very smart affair. This was
held at the end of summer session at the college.
A tea in honor of the sorority
was given by two of its members,
the Nlisses Mildred Burtner anti
Beatrice Konrad at the home of
The
Mrs. Bonner, Cupertino.
girls came from Oakland, Berkeley, Sun Francisco and Danville
for this lovely clfair.
Miss Clarabell Pomeroy entertained with at buffet dinner serve,1
in the spacious gardens at the
home of Mrs. Dewson, her grandmother. Bridge was enjoyed following the dinner.
The Phi Kappa l’i sorority is
looking forward I() an interesting
college year in school activities,
anti to the enjoyment of ’ many
coming social events.

Coach Erwin Blesh Wed3
In Eastern State
This Summer

Miss Ruth Montgomery, president of l’hi Kappa Pi, entertained
the sorority at the home of her
aunt, Nils. Marjorie Regnart, Wednesday evening.

Bel Canto Member Is
amcd September 3
Ai a quiet wedding Isis

Prominent Members
et San Jose College
Married This Year

Girl Scout Leadership
Class Is Now Taught

Music Student Leaves
for Columbia University ’fhe

Resigns Position

Mrs. Reidy Resigns
Position This Fall,
Was Assistant Dean

SOME OF THE MARRIAGES
CAME AS A SURPRISE
TO FRIENDS

MRS. F. J. REIDY HAS BEEN
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR
THE PAST YEARS

This summer saw many marricges, both among the students and
the faculty. Some were the culmination of several years romance, while others came IIS
surprise to llteir friends.
Miss Helen Bair, former student
here and a graduate of the Uni
versity of California, was married to De Witt Portal, this !Whinier. NIr. Portal is a former athlete and student body president of
State. Ile was graduated from
here in 1931 and received his
master degree from Stanford this
year.
Nliss Dorothy Zimmerman, who
is employed in the office of the
college, was married to J. IL Tit comb this summer also.
Miss Anna Doinnerus, assistant
librarian, became Sirs. Carl Hallberg on August 211
Nliss Alice Foley. former student
here, and a member of Sappho
sorority, was married to Nlis
George E. Fletcher on September I.
Early this summer. Miss Mary
IVeidner. a graduate of San JOS(’
State, and a member of Emma
Delta Pi. and Eugene J. Overtnan
Married in the Stanford
Vemorial Chapel.
Nliss Margaret Dean and Ed
Haworth were married early in

The resignation of Airs. F. J.
Itrialy assistant dem of women,
formerly Stirs. Sara Snyder, has
been accepted and will take place
soon. sy hen someone is found to
till her position.
Mrs. Reidy has assisted Dean
Dimmick in her work, and has
beim in charge of placing girls in
111111WS who are working their
way through college in this way.
In this way she has become acquainted with girls who have
needed a friend while attending
runtime, and has proved herself
one.
For the past seven years, Airs.
L
Brialy has held her position at the
college. Site came here after the
death of her husband, ilie bite Dr.
Snyder. who WaS
a1 Sall
itiSt State fair sevcrcl years.
A
Sirs. Reidy received her degree
Mrs. F. J. Reidy. who has been
from Greeley College, Colorado.
assistont dean of women for many
She was married to Air. Reidy
years, has resigned her post and
September 511i.
will leave as soon as someone is
secured to till the posittion. Mrs.
Reidy is the former Mrs. Sara L.
Snyder.

Nliss Sue Russell was marric.1 ti, Atugiw’t
Mr. Eugene Whitten. They \SUIT null:Mi.:4:i; 01211.e. Co.:(11)
married at St. Patrick’s Church
vmolder
a
couple who halve attended State were ittarried this
Septemlier 3.
were Miss Marion
simmer.
They
Mrs. Whitten is the daughter of
Mr. and Sirs. Grover C. Russell of Tower and Lee Cox. Both were
dlis city. She is a
et the pi...mines( in school affairs. Air
’,liege anal a member of liel Cox was one of the football stars
when he was here.
and of the La Torre stuff.

Mc. Whitten is well known in
musical circles. Ile is employed
in the book binding department
A mere three thousand miles or
at Stanford University.
so meant nothing to Coach Irwin
Mesh when a college sweetheart
was waiting for him at the end
of the journey.
Coach Blesh returned this hill
front a trip to Massachusetts, end
with him came his bride of a few
A Girl Scout Leadership class
weeks, the former Ntiss Edna
has been organized under Nfiss
Chabot of Springfield, Mass.
Thelma Sicilia, member of the
They were married in the East
Regional staff of Girl Scouts. The
in the late summer, and are in
course has been given during
San Jose, making their home on
the last two summer sessions and
Julian street.
proved so popular that it was decided to put it on the regular
whedule.
course is especially recommended for those who are
talking teacher training courses.
Robert Cantu, prominent gradAnyone above a freshman can
ante of the Music department last
register is this class, which meets
year has left for the East to comin Room 13
utile his work on his Masters de- evvrY Wedneml"
from 12:30 to 2:00 o’clock.
It
gree at Columbia University.
will fulfill the elective requireAt San Jose State he was a
ment and is worth one unit.
member of Phi Mu Alpha. national
There is no outside preparation
honorary music fraternity., and of
and no textbook required. The
the college band and orchestra.
course is listed under P. E. and
Played at California
itnyone ’desiring to enter sign up
While going to college, Bob was
with MN. Knapp of the P. E. dea member of the California Then.
pertinent or Miss Nfellick.
tre orchestra for three years, and
in this way was able to finance
Our grandmothers must halve
his way through college.
Upon the completion of his been inore intelligent than our
work at Columbia University, he grandfathers because the law
of fifteen years
plans to the teaching profession. read"fentales,
or over. or males, of the age of
The Art curiculum in 1911 con- eighteen or over, shall be entitled
sisted of only drawing and color to admission as pupils in the
Normal schools.’"
work.
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Y. W. C. A. Is Considering a Change from Old
Membership Cards To Interest Cards With
the Beginning of the Year’s Activities
"Mankind is in ma’ id it’s rare
moods of shifting its outlook.
The mere coamulsion of tradition
has lost its force. It is the business of philosophers, students,
and practical men to re-enact a
new vision of the world ... without which society lapses into
riot. There is now no choice before us; either we must succeed
in providing a rational co-ordinalion of impulses and thought, or
for centuries civilization will
lapse into a mere welter of minor
excitements. We must produce a
great age or see the collapse of
the upward striving of our race."

Girls entering the Y. W. C. A.
want:
"I. To become themselves and
to help others become more fully
themselves; i. as, mature, philosophical, integrated persons of
social passions and effective lives.
2. To furnish society with at solider): of students and professors
whose personal comb:titans and
group experiences are factors in
meeting community issues both on
Around
and off the campus."
these way’s the program is built.

,

Sorority Girl Becomes
Bride During Summer

Athletic Manager Marries
During the Summer
Vacation

ATTRACTIVE HOME
for Six Women

"Room for One More"

.1110111er college romance has
culminated with the marriage Of
populate Fiances Marion Brown, a gradumember of the Beta Gamma Chi ate of Stale. and Webster J. Bensorority, was married September [MI. director of athletics here at
4 in St. Luke’s Church al Los college.
The wedding took Mime at the
Gatos to Slbert S. Nlaison, Jr.
Stanford Shimorial Chapel in the
Air,. Stason is the daughter of early part of September.
NM. end Mies. Anton Jensen of San
Nies. Benton, the only (laughter
Jose and has attended lhe college. or Air. and Sirs. I. D. Brown of
Following ci tour of the Slidalle Redwood City, is affiliated with
West they ore making their home the Beta Gnome Chi sorority, and
continue her work in the
state College Administration depatient.
Benton is the son or
Shi. anal NI’s, J. NV. Benton of
\\dottier.
Nliss Wanita

BOARD AND ROM!
$40 per month

Jensen,

MR.S. 51E. HALLOWELL
285 S. 13th St.
Bal. 7630J
_

The Western School of Naturc
Study, under Drs. Peterson and
Pickwell during the summer held
II field trip at Asilotmar, whia
was attended lay 141) students
Professors of the college sy
were (in the teaching stuff of the
school were: Mr. Duncan, Mr.
Hazeltine, Sir. Buss, and M 1,1
ForlillY Smith.
The students tit the conference
were divided into groups anal
each went out with one instructor
on n field trip, anal every phase of
the subjects Wurt
(Highly.

President MacQuarrie
Returns from Europe

Seventy years ago applicamts
for admission to this school were
required either to sign a staitement
Returning only in time for the
obligating themselves to permanent teatehing in Cadifornia or to opening of school, Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie spent the summer touring
pay a tuition of $5.00 a month.
Europe. Accompanyied by Mrs.
The first building erected by the T. W. MacQuarrie, and Mr. and
state for normal school purposes Mrs. A. E. MeeQuarrie, he toured
was built at a cost of $285,000 in’ the countries of France, England,
the center of Washington Square., clliti.lrgniitaunoy,. Wales. Scotland, and
San Jose.
The party toured by motor,
The entrance to the quad thus being able to make their own
stands on the site of an old circu- ilineary.and to see out-of-the-waY
lar stone basin with a fountain In plaices in a manner thut would not
the center.
have been possible otherwise.

I

ROOMS
"r

S. .1. State Graduate Keeps
Marriage Secret
Nature School Meets
for Year
at Asilomar Camp
The recent announement of the
marriage of Miss Constance Higgins to Russell C. Smith was a
surprise to their many friends.
The couple was married July 19,
1931, in Sainte Cruz, but the nun:rime was kept a secret until only
recently.
Mrs. Smith was a graduate of
San Jose State College in 1932.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William’ E. Higgins of Santa
Clara.
Ntr. Smith formerly lived in
Rochester. New York, hut he has
been in San Jose several years.
Mr. and Airs. Smith will make
their home in San Francisco.

_

Near the College
43 & 8th St.

Sigma Gamma Omega
Holds First Meeting

To meet this demand the "Y"
replacing the membership cards
with interest cards, thus giving
the girls an opportunity to:
"I. Reflect students’ interest to
themselves.
2. Give them the
privilege and responsibility of determining the Association program and projects for the year,
rather than at cabinet deciding for
them.
3. Help all whose duty it
is to explain the work of the Y.
W. C. A. publicly, or privately,
e. as the membership committee
must do. This does away Willi
the membership cards that formerly listed committees explaining
little tar nothing of them or the
rest of the program.
It is to be understood that in
signing the interest omit and
joining the interest groups one
does not of necessity elso join the
Y. W. (:. A. However, if something of the purpose of the "Y"
is understood, it is possible to
The former
Miss
Winifred
join, using the interest card as a Mariani, graduate
of San Jose
membership card.
State and member of Kappa Kappa
Sigma sorority, who. during the
sumnier, became the bride of
Maitheu
Thiltgen, former presidential’ the San Jose Players and
of the Senior class.

vance oo ogy o e
Taught for First Time

(Continued from Paige Two)
her had enrolled. Gel it? Fancy
the competition.
The course, Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates, as the
name implies, deals only with the
evolutionatry stages from the lower to the higher classes of the
vertebrates
Dr. Pickwell cheerfully announces the fact that the experi1111’111 works both wavs; for it is
the first time he hais ever conducted the course.

i

ROOM and BOARD

I
:
4

THE ROSAI.1E
117 North 5th Street
Rooms With or Without Board
Reasonable for Groups
Phone Columbia 3409-R

TODAY’S

Bal. 3527M

SPECIAL

Cooked
II
Four Course

Chicken Fricassee

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Sigma Gamma Omega. N 111 Jose
State’s’ oldest social fraternity.
held its first o vial meeting of
the year last Wednesday evening
at the home of Harry Hedger,
’ president of the fraternity
At this time it was decided to
hold an open smoker for rushees
next Wednesday. 111111 11 garden
party the following Friday evening.
Officers of the Sigma Comma
Omega fraternity are: President,
!tarry
!ledger;
vice-president.
Perry Stratton; secretary, Jun
Fitzgerald;
anal inter -fraternity
representative, Dick Sanders.

Full Dinner
tor other
Entrees)

Milk Shakes, Malt

50c

College Inn

made wit It

Real Ice Cream

95 E. San Antonio St.

tit the

STI’DENT SPECIAL
Shampoo and Wave 40c

Garden City
Creamery

ACADEMY, LTD.
DON LUX
210 S. First Si. Room 302
Ballard 7178

76 E. Santa Clara Street
anal the

’ Charles E. Goddard
Returns from Trip

Campus Store
Seventh Street
Across from College

After a two y ear’s slay in
Europe, Nfr. Charles E. Goddard.
former registrar, has returned to
San Jose State College, and has
taken up the duties of (lean of
men.
Mr. Goddard has been studying
in Europe. His son also studied
in the European universities.

1

N.. charge 1nr heel when done with
’our hall whew

Flindt’s ,
-

MEN STUDENTS

Room and Board.
MR& R. MICHEL

J.

Married

Home privilegesPianoRadio
opp. High School
279 E. San Fernando Street
PRICES$27.50 I P

San Rase Teachers’ College
neared death in 1880 when all of
its buildings, except the library,
burned to the ground.
In 1871 classes of the San Jose
Normal School were being held
at the Horace Munn Grammar
school.
In 1901 the trustees of San Jose
Normal voted to make at high
school diploma a requirement for
admission.

Geology Tour
(Continued from Page Three)
the
boys
again.
California
camped for a night lit Lake Tahoe. Following down the historic
Donner trail’ the next mor
g.
they then skirted the Sierras
southward to Jackson.
5800 Feet Below Ground
At Jackson they were taken
through the Argonaut Mine, or.e
of the deepest in the world. The
tour of inspection carried them
5800 feet underground.
Coming on lia Sam Jose that day
they arrived back on the evening
of Scpteber 12th. after two full
months of travel, their troubles
in route forgotten, and a fund of
memories which can never be
lost.

College Men
Enjoy living al
the"Y’’
Includes
Gym privileges and club
rooms,
Swimming l’ool,
Showers with hot water at
any time.
Freedom to come and gm
Student rates $2.75 to $3.25
per (seek.

Young Men’s Christian Ass’a

SEVEN

Educational Department Announces the
Practice Teaching Assignments for Spring
Quarter; Nine Counties Are Included
ALAMEDA COUNTY
Edson, Lois; Greene, Eleanore;
First six weeks
Bucknam, Ruth; Arnold. Marion;
Leibe, Roberta (KP anal GE); Norris, Elizabeth (Belmont), (KP
Leslie, Vs’alInce; Lassen, Peona; and GE).
Mader, Mildred (KP and GE);
Second
six
weeksRussell,
Van Dervoort, Dorothy.
Sue; Isaacs, Mrs. Velma; Lassen,
Second six
weeksLorentz, Leona; Konrad, Beatrice; CarDorothy
(Centerville); Bolton, michael, Airy Lou; F’reeland,
Kathryn; Nelson, Beth (Center- Helen; ’knew.. Ila.
ville);; Carr, Arthur D.; Karnes,
STANISLAUS COUNTY
Katherine.
First six weeksWeber, LilliHaywards-an; Jones, Slary C.
First six weeksTeach, JunSecond six weeksCavanagh,
nita.
Bernice; Hansen, Idamae.
Second six weeksEnricane, El- Turlock
eanor; I.eslie, Wallace.
First six weeksHansen, IdaOakland
mae.
First six weeksAmor,
Edith
Second six weeksJones, Nfary
(KP and GE); Boilin, Kathryn;
Carmichael, Ntary Lou (FruitSANTA CRUZ COUNTY
vale; Weinberger, Roberta; Carr, Watsonville-Arthur D.; Karnes. Katherine.
First six weeksLeGrand, WilSecond six weeksEdson, Lois; helmina; Bostvvick, Laura Lee
Moler. Mildred; Van Dervoort, (KP and GE).
Dorothy; Buckman, Ruth; WeinSecond six weeksBrownell,
berger, Roberta; Horton, Virginia Eloise.
(Lib. and GE).
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
First six weeksMcCutcheon,
CONTRA COSTA
First six weeksSnell,
May; Claire; McKeay, Clifford; Lee,
Vernal; Bartlett. Margaret; HorBall. Alice.
Second six weeksHarris, F. Earl; Epperson, Ann; Nelson,
son, Beth (KP anal GE); Jones,
T.
Dorothy V. (KP and GE); MaginMARIN
First six weeksGrohl, Alice. nis, Ruth; Dean, Louise; Goodell,
Second six weeksAlexander, Earl; Epperson. Asn; Nelson,
Alice; Teach, Juanita.
Hovmrd; Groth, Marjorie (7,:c day
MONTEREY
Jefferson/.
First
six weeksHutchings.
Second six weeksOgden. DorDoris; Brownell, Eloise; Hamil- othy (Willow
Glen);
Amor,
ton, EWA Beth.
Edith; Ross, R. Lee; Wade, JeanSecond six weeksFoster, Em- nette; Chalmers, Noel; Le Grand,
ma; Biaggi, Julia.
Wilhelmina (Campbell); Chargin,
Salinas-Madeleine; Fisher, Helen S.; BostFirst six weeksBiaggi, Julia. wick, Lnura Lee (KP); Eberhart
Second six weeksHutchings, Pearl; Horning, John; Niederauer,
Doris.
Philip; Kinne, Doris; Johnson,
MERCED COUNTY
Arline (KP); Groth, Marjorie (Ai
First six weeksDoran, Mary; day Jefferson/.
Boltshauer, Grace.
San Jose
Second six weeks--N1cCaustFirst six weeksOgden, Doroland, Harriett.
thy; Enrione, Eleanor; Ross, It.
SACRAMNTO CITY
Lee; Wade, Jeanette; Chalmers,
First six weeksGeary. Kath- Noel; Chargin. Madeleine; Brown.
ryn (Jr. fli.); McCaustland. Hair- Betty (KP part time); Harris, F.
riet (Lib.); Johns, Marjorie; Free- T.; Foster, Emma; Alexander. Alland. Helen; Horning, John.
ice; Rykert. Dorothy (KP); Del Second
six
weeksGeary, mats, Marie; Konrad. Beatrice;
Kathryn (Jr. Hi.); Grohl, Alice; Niederauer, Philip; Kinne. Doris;
Debates, Marie (Lib. G.E.).
Eberhart, Pearl; Fisher, Helen S.
SAN FRANCISCO CITY
Second six weeks--McCutcheon,
First six weeksIsaacs, Mrs. Claire; Tyler, Norma; Lee. VerVelma.
nal; Bartlett, Margaret; Leibe,
Second six weeksIlagstrom. Robert (KP); Doran, Mary; Ball,
Agnes.
Maginnis, Ruth;
Alice (KPI;
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
Hamilton, Elda B.; Greene, EleaFirst six weeksHagstrom, Ag- nore; McKinley, Jean; Snell, Stay;
nes; Cavanagh, Bernice (Tracy). Webber,
Bolshnuer,
I.illian;
Second six weeksLiebhart, Grace; Jones. Dorothy V.; Dean,
Wilma.
1,ouise; Goodell, Earl; Nfartin,
Lodi
Anita; Epperson, Ann.
First
six
weeksLiebhart, Palo Alto-Wilma.
First six weeksBates, I.ucelia
Second six
weeksMc:Keay, (M. and GE); Lorentz, Dorothy;
Clifford; Johns, Ntarjorie.
Johnson, Ailene (KP and GE);
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Russell, Sue; Flenepe, Ila.
First
six
weeksNIcKinley,
Second six weeksMcWilliams,
Jean; McWilliams, Adeline.
Adeline; Arnold, Marion; Nelson.
Second six weeksRykert, Dor- Hovvard; Norris, Elizabeth.
othy (KP and GE).
&AN MATEO
1/n the first day of school, July
First six weeksRood, Entine
18. 1862, one man and five woLou (part time); Tyler, Norma
men presented themselves as the

c.

nucleus of the student body.

Photo Finishing
FILSIS IN BY 12 NOON
PRINTS OUT AT 5 I’. M.

WEBBS
Photo Supply Store

Third and Santa Clara

66 South First Street

2 blocks from the campus

Exclusively Photographic

The Eliza) W. Houghton Scholarship, the first in the history of
the school, or in any Normal
school, W1IS established is 1910.
Although agitation for a Student’s loan fund was started in
1902, one was not founded until
1912.
Dr. Jay Elder has Mien dean of
the Junior College since 1921.
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Varsity mpressive In Initial Scrimmage
Soccer Lettermen
Returning Brightens
Walker’s Prospects

DE GROOT PARADES
GRID PROSPECTS IN
PRACTICE SCRIMMAGE

Friskie Freddie

’kW*

I.EADS
STRATTON
JOHNNY
SQUAD IN NIGHTLY
SCRIMMAGES
Determined to avenge the defeats of last season, Coach Walker’s soccerites are practicing every evening with a spirit new to
Spartan soccer teams. Nearly all
the lettermen, along with the experienced substitutes, are returning to the fold this season. These
members of last year’s squad, who
as yet have not seen Coach Walker, are requested to get in touch
with him at once, since the first
league game is scheduled fur October 8, only a week hence. Any
student, regardless
experience, at all

of

previous

interested

in

soccer, is also requested to see
either Captain Johnny Stratton, or
Walker.
The above picture !thews Freddie Bennett all dolled up in one
Although the freshman ruling,
which prohibits any freshman of the new Spartan uniform Bennett has been holding down a halffront competing ao a varsity back berth on Coach DeGruot’s varsity, and is a slippery genttlesquad, is being observed by the man lo stop.
soccer league this year, Coact)
Walker is tiesirous of having
large freshman turnout; so that
the varsity may IlaVC an opponent for scrimmage.
This week’s practice found a
number of familiar figures brushing up on the finer points of the
game. Johnny Stratton, whose
ability and comradeship won him
the position of captain, led his
men in some spirited offense tactics. Bob Ciento exhibited the
same qualities that made him an
outstanding forward last season.
Perry Stratton, Wallace Leslie,
and Allan Ithines showed flashes
I-season form.
of
Three men who expect to show
improvement this year are Claypool, Hughes, and Holbert.
Anson Hayes, although erratic
at times last season,a ppears less
so this year.
At present the soccer field will
be wed for practice, although
Coach Walker will scrimmage on
the turf at every opportunity, as
the games will probaly be played
thereon.
The schedule for this season
is as follows:
Oct. 8--Cal. at Cal., 10:00 a. rn.
Oct. 12Stanford al S. J., 4:00
a. m.
Oct. 15S. F. U. at S. J., 10:00
a. m.
Oct. 26San Mateo at San Mateo, 4:00 p. m.
Oct. 29Stanford at Stanford,
10:00 a. m.
Nov. 5S. F. U. at San Jose,
10:00 a. tn.
Nov. 12San Mateo at San Jose,
10:00 a. m.
Nov. 18--Cal. at San Jose, 4.00
p. m.
NOTICE
All men who are interested in
making a place on the soccer
squad should see Coach Walker
at once.
This is especially for the benefit of the freshmen who should
tryout for the freshman squad.

Football Team Will Sport
Best Suits in
History

Basketball Varsity
Get Line on Squad
In Early Prachce

When the 1932 Spartan football
machine goes inti) action at Seal’s
PRACTICES HELD TO GET
Stadium. San Francisco, on the
DOPE ON THE NEN’
night of October 1, against San
MATERIAL
will
be
they
Francisco State,
Basketball was introduced to
donned in the flashiest togs in the
the Spartan cammus for the 1932history of the local teatn.
33
season Wednesday afternoon in
The new suits conform with all
the Nlen’s gymnasium when the
eliminating
conference rulings,
varsity casaba aspirants %%Tee
the corrugated leg pads which given their first workout. Howwere supposed to have caused so ever, this does not by any means
many leg injuries in the past, re- open the extensive training perplacing them with felt covered iod.
When approached on the
pads, much softer on the surface, subject, Coach MacDonald let that
but freeing the same protection be known.
to the wearer.
, "We are meeely giving the boys
Numbers on both the chest and a little training in the fundamentback will make it much easier als of the game," said Moe.
for the spectators to distinguish "Bight now football
the dom.
the players. From the front the Mating element on the campus,
suits will be a solid navy blue, and we are all solidly in back of
having a gold colored number on it. This early season turnout is
the chest. The rear of the pants principally to let us look over the
have a gold stripe down each leg, new candidates and to limber up
which, with the large gold num- their basketball knowledge. The
ber on the back, will round out a real work will start later."
very smart looking suit for De
The turnout, headed by Captain
Groot’s smart football teom.
Norm
Countryman.
included
To top this the boys Will be George, I.iebrandt, Matheison, and
Bea from last year’s varsity,
wearing solid white helmets.
Baldwin, Bishop, Downs. Ducoty,
Foster, Horstman,
Leila,
and
Caldwell from last year’s trash,
Hague and Concunnon from the
reserves, Chapel, Conroy, Jackson,
Marske, Thomas, Sawyer, and
Jack Wool, member of the foot Baughsionn, men coming out for
ball team, received uniqe wel- the first time.
come as he crossed the quad YesThe Home -Making department
terday with an unknown woman.
strolling nonchalantly was started in 1911.
Upon
the
out of the front door with
Jessica McManus, who has disfair damsel he was greeted from
all corners of the quad by fellow tinguished herself as an actress,
team-mates who perhaps were was editor of the "Times."
envious or over zealous.
"La Torre" has been published
Perhaps he had brokin one of
annually since 1910.
DeGroot’s training rules.

Cheer on Cheer Greets
Wool’s ltrut With Venni

Coach Dud Deliroot put his
charges through their Initial ses%ion of scrimmage Tuesday afternoon before a sizeable gathering
iif stutlents and townspeople.
Dud opened the festivities by pitting the first string against an outfit composed mainly of second and
third choice men, the latter being
in preponderance.
The so-called varsity scored four
tittles from midfield on this weakDeGroot
er aggregation before
sent them to the showers. This
outfit had Hubbard and Barrachi
at the ends; Simoni and Hardintan
at tackles; Sandholl and Klemm
at guards; Whitatker at center;
Boger Moore at quarter; Bennett
and Arjo at ralves; and Wool at

Frosh Start Year
With Huskiest Squad
In Many Seasons
GOOD PROSPEGTS FOR THE
TEAM NExT YEAR
ARE OUT
Greeted by a group of fifty
husky looking Freshmen, Coach

Erwin !flesh held his first pram
tice Wednesday afternoon out on
Spartan Field.
After looking over the squotl,
Blest) amide the following stateanent: "Besides having a large
number of fellows out scrapping
for positions, there is also plenty
of weight. Biddle, NIalthey, and
Gilliland all tip the scales at well
over 200 pounds, while Bianca anal
Welby are close to the 200 mark.
Not only are these boys big, but
Bennett scored early in the they also handle themselves like
proceedings on a reverse through veterans. l’he backfield will have
his own right tackle. Wool had plenty of speed as well as %%Tight.
traveled twenty yards on a fake The Bernardo brothers mut Halreverse, and this same liennelt Sillfl, former San Jost. High men,
had slashed his way into the sec- look tery. fast. Gregory, a big 180
ondary for ten to put the ball in pound fillthick, can kick and pass
pay ing territory.
in a class with Jack Wool and
The second score came a few looks Went). fast for his size.
minutes later when Wool drove Hildebrand is another likely lookover center from three yards out. ing hall carrier. Giammizi, from
Two paSSCS by Wool, one to Bar- King City, looks like an experiran:hi for eighteen a ears, and an- enced back and will give the other
other lo Hubbard for nine, assist- men a battle for a regulate posied materially in bringing about tion. Valini and Bowser are calling signals in veteran style, and
this tally.
The third arker came as the with only a week until the first
gatme.
The men out for line positions are
position for this score when he Holland, Worrell, Gilson, Bryan,
Lesnini,
Philters,
intercepted Pura’s pass and ram- Staffelbach.
bled forty yards before Riley Cash, Macon), liapose,
Branbruno,
Nlargaloti,
Logan,
Jencaught hint from behind.
nines, Welhy, Burroughs. Lamont,
l’he final tally culminated a
NIalthey, Schuh, Blanca, Yakabie
thirty-six yard march on the part
rich, Biddle, Mover, Lindstrom,
Hartliman
of the first string.
Crow, Hickman, Welsh. Nleyers,
blocked Pura’s punt anal Simoni
Nlaxwell, !tomato, Gilliland and
recovered. Wool passed to Beni Lamphear.
nett for a gain of eighteen yards,
The backfield candidates are
and on the next play he lateraled
node.
to Arjjo for len. Burt and Kozo - Hawkins, Bowser, Kellogg,
rian stopped Wood for no gain at brand, Giacontazzi, ’Ralston, D.
center on the following play, but Bernardo, It. Bernardo, [fatigues.
Jack mune right back and drove Lowell, Gregory, Valium, Watson,
off tackle for four yards. liennett anti Midler.

it,n)

picked up a yard on the next
play, and then Wool packed it
over.
The first string looked good
considering that this was their
first scrimage. While the backfield lacks %%Tight, there is plenty
of speed present.
Bennett antl Arjo looked good
on slashes off tackle, although
Arjoj’s defensive vvork did not
measure up to his offensive (accomplishments. The line showed
promise of developing int!) one of
the hardest charging set of forwards ever to represent the SparHarry Hartliman demontans.
strated that, with a couple of
gamem experience, he can capably
plug up the hole at right tackle.
The work of Bill Burt and Bill
Kazarian in the weak second
string line made them the outstanding linesmen of the day.
They stood out as the only men
through whom the varsity could
not notrch at will.
The line-up follows:
Purple
White
Hubbard
1..E.B.
Stewart
Keeley
Simoni
1..1’.D.
Wells
Collins
Pritchard

With such an array, Coach
Mesh hopes to make quite a dent
in a formidable looking schedule.
The
Frost) open the season
against Los Gatos High nt Los
Gatos on September 30. The rest
of the schedule, somewhat tents.
live, is as follow’s: Pacific Frosh
at Stoekton, Montettinat at San
Jose, Taft High al San Jose,
Fresno Emelt at Fresno. Armstrong at San Jose, 1.1,S Banos
High at San Jose, and Salinats J.
I:. at San Jose.
Sandholt
Wetzel
Whitaker
Scott
Klemm
Carmichael
Hardiman
Wilson
Barrachi
Francis
Moore
Griffith
liennett
I.avei
Arjo
Riley
Wool
Barr

1.6.1..

Kazarian

B.G.

Burt
Wolfing
G. Wilson

H.T.L.

F.

Hill
McQuiddy
Murdock
Bertrandes
Cosgriff
Lightner
Mengel
Haley
Arjo
Pura

Ile Sure

Try !

for .tnna Chrktie

ftttro Tultrgr Timr,6
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Sub.. Rate, $1.00
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nna Christie’ Try -Outs Are Open
Frosh Are Honored
at a Reception in
Gymnasium Friday
STUDENT AFFAIRS AND BIG
SISTERS COMBINED FOR
PROGRAM
The Student :tirades Committee
and the Big Sister group of the
A. W. S. presented for the benefit
of the freshmen the
ful reception etre giten at State.
According to Dr. Maitailarrie it
was "by far the most satisLietory
party yet." whiIi Dean Ithinniek
slated that "it was the first
Freshmen reception given as it
was originally planned for the
parties to be", while De. Goddard
said "the party was the nicest Eve
seen for six years here."
The most conclusive proof w
that at least three freshmen
"I’ve met the swellest girl"
The %wavy: of the affair was1
due to Mr. Stillwell and his men
doing more than their share of
the work, Big Sister’s food, Ithite
Richard’s records, Mrs. Wallace’s
co-operation, unit the help of
Clair Ellis. Jack :Murdock, Bill
Towner. Franc \Tian. Henry Nis son anal Bill Madden.
McGill Entertains
The highlight in an evening of
games. dancing anal entertainment
was fifteen minutes of inagie and
hypnosis by Ormond MeGill, popular sophomore entertainer. ()thee
numbers were presented Ly Lyman liergtold and
Itithertson
Denny who played and santj, anal
Leon Warnike, student body president, welcomed the Froth and
introduced the prominent upperclassmen present to the four hundred freshmen iii attendance.

French Club Meeting Is
Held at Home
of Member

Carl Palmer Thanking
State Players

Honorary President

-I have always been one w lio
has boasted that the people in
the San Jose Players were the
cream of the college. Not only
in intelligence, but also in the
ability of self-expression. I am
happy to see that these members of Players have proven
themselves to be all I thought
they were.
To inant in the organization
the produring of drama is life
itself, and to these people I
send nay sincere appreciation
for the wonderful step they
have taken for the betterment
of the drama that we, as San
Jose Players, love.
CARL PALMER,

DeVoss Speaks to Seniors
at First Meeting
of Quarter
-Dr. Ite Voss addressed the Senior orientation group and stressed
the objectives of Senior orientation. His points were: It is not
to be conducted :IS
classroom:
credit is based on attendance
only: first quarter every device
possible should be Ind into use
for getting amplainted.
Liain tVarinke announced that
I here ts ill lie a general assembly
in the auditiirinni, Tuesday, September the a7th to introduce Dr.
tlacQuarrie, Dud Deliroot and
Wayers.
GT
New Senior transfers intro
They have come
theselves.
theca!
from many States, such as Michigan anal Massachusetts.
(G.:dinned on Page Three)

Miss Jenks Congratulates
Dramatists
San Jose Players are to be
congratulated upon recognizing that the best interest of
dramatics in the college can be
served by making their organization an honorary group anti
by opening up dramatic activity to the whole school. Such
a decision meets with the sincere approval of all of us who
are anxious that San Jose State
College continue to grow dramatically and we wish to express to San Jose Players our
admiration for the stand they
have taken.
ELIZABFIffil JENKS, ,
Head of the Speech Arts Dept.!

Lubowski’s Car Is Stolen
While Brothers Sit
on the Lawn

Carl Palmer, president of the
San Joae Players, who added to
their long liat of achievement!! by
giving their production rights to
A nonchalant thief yesterday
the Speech Art% Department for
calmly rode off with the car of
the good of the student body of
Dr. Loubowski, of the Languagge
San Jose Slate College.
department, in plain sight of two
of Dr. Loubowski’s fraternity
All Nlechanical Drawing stu- brothers. Ntilton Heat and Hank
dents of last year call at the In- Hedger.
dustrial Arts department (NleThe two students saw the Mirchanical Drawing room) for their bandit, whom they described as
collegiate looking, drive off with
drawing sheets.
the ear but thought nothing of it
until Dr. Loubowski came out and
The student director of the Glee
cried, "I’ve been robbed!"
Club wishes to announce that the
first rthearsal will be held TuesStudents who want to earn
day night at seven -thirty. A one
Junior College Certificates to
hundred percent turnout is asked
transfer to other universities,
as there is a program in the very
please call at room 103 to have
near future that must be precourses of study checked.
pared.

PLAYERS SCORE AGAIN FOR COLLEGE
Sala Jose

Players

Unanimously

vottol to become a honorary dramatic soplays
ciety. and to entrust the production

a

The first meeting of the French It) the student body tinder the superNision
flub was held NIonalay ivening.
of the Speech Arts l)eparluntitt. the memSeptember 19th, at the home of
that organization only added to the
Lois anti Jean Wool. At this time bers or
the following officers were elect- long list of strvices for the school that they
have created during their live years of exed: President, Lois Wool:
seem’
istence.
tary, Robert Leland; reporter,
fiuth Cowden. The election of
Established at a time when dramatics
vice president and treasurer WaS were
no importance or honor to San
Postponed until a later date, as Jose Stalk. Sall JOS(’ Players were organized
representatives froni the lower by 1)r. Virginia Sanderson who instilled
loyalty to the organization that
classes were not as yet elected. them with
Each class in the 1:rencli depart- could I’m. Immo created by no other indiment is represented at
of the faculty at the
all elub vidual in the history
functions. Representatives elect- college in Mi. past or present.
ed timbale are:
Helen Silva, Helen
Under Iiir stimulation the organization
Heber, Kay Kronkile.
who spen1
Ethel Itiisi gre into a ;jolt’) of
Avila, &NNW Earl
I
limit.. each wi eh in bringing the organizaSanders. Classes %%lei 1m,,
not tion. and the college a national reputation
eleeted representath
es
ei
urged to do so a%
for !minimally: plays in at !thinner that was
I ia !Ss1 !
ble. The next meeting
s%
aclishe
ts ill lie
announced at later
This spirit was continfled under the didate.

or

rection of Hugh Gillis. and under his leadership the lenith of the season was increased to six plays a year aunt recognition
to the college came as a result from the
major dramatists of the L’nited Slates.
year it was decided that some drastie action was necessary for the good of
dramatics in San Jose State College. and
San Jose Players, keeping up with the tine
work that they had been doing for years,
%tiled to inaugurate the new plan for the
adancement

of dramatics at the college.

The point has been raised that dramatics will probably suffer from the revolutionary change. but with tht loyalty. that
they have had for dramatics, Players undoubtedly will exert the energy that has
been going into their organization into the
student body project.
Furthermore. the establishing of the honorary dramatic society will be the stimulus for the betterment of the usual run of
college student body dramatics. which was
impossible under the old system of exclusJ. F.
ive productions.

Try-Outs Will Be
Open to Entire S. B.
for the First Time
DRAMATICALLY
INCLINED
STUDENTS, NOT PLAYERS,
MAY PARTICIPATE
"Anna Christie," the first play
of the 1932-3 dramatic season of
San Jose State, will he open for
try -outs of the entire student body
:is a result of a unanimous vote
of San Jose Players to reorganize
into an honorary dramatic society with try-outs for the plays
open to the student body.
Palmer Prepides
Carl Palmer, president of Son
Jose Players, presided at the
meeting which marked a step forward in the advancement of dramatics at San Jose State.
Students interestetl in becoming members of the San Jose
Players nmst work their way into
the organization through a system of credit points. The director, the conches, and the executive board of Players are at present working upon a point system
which will ri place the try-out
system formerly used for entrance into the San Jose Players.
Information in regard to this
point system will be given later.
The decision of the group has
brought with it certain changes
in policy. All dramatic activity
is now under the direct supervision of the Speech Department,
who, in that capacity is director
of Players as well as director of
the Dramatic Activity. The director has appointed Mr. Gillis as
coach of full length plays, and
Mr. Mendenhall as coach of oneaCh.
The coaches have full responsibility for the production of
platys and are responsible only to
ale director of drantatic activity.

Much Interest Evidenced
at Y. W. C. A. Meet in
Berkeley
Nfuch interest anti enthusiasm
was generated front the trip of
the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet and Board
which met for a short conference in Berkeley last Friday and
Saturday, the 23rd and 21th.
They met with Miss Winifred
Wygal who is a menthe!. of the
Headquarters Staff of the National Council of the Y. W.C. A.
in New York.
There were two all day meetings scheduled for the "Y"
Boards of the College of Pacific,
Stanford and the University of
California. The discussion was
a general one on "The Task and
Function of the Y.W.C. A. on
the College Campus."Many new
and practical ideas were discovered that may later he atiopt
ed to extend the usefulness of
our Y. W.C. A. on the home campus.

